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THE ROLL OUT OF THE NATIONAL CYCLEWAY INITIATIVE ACROSS NEW ZEALAND IS BRINGING
OPPORTUNITY FOR COMMERCIAL PROPERTY AND BUSINESS OWNERS TO BENEFIT FROM INCREASED
TOURISM NUMBERS BOTH DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL. TOTAL PROPERTY EDITOR JODY ROBB
LOOKS AT SOME OF THE POSITIVE SPIN-OFFS AS THE INITIATIVE CLICKS INTO ANOTHER GEAR.

I

n 2009, the Government’s employment
summit was the catalyst for Nga
Haerenga – the New Zealand Cycle Trail
(NZCT) project.
This project was a reworking of an idea
originally called the New Zealand Cycleway,
and later the National Cycleway Project,
which would see a cycling route running the
length of New Zealand from Kaitaia to Bluff.
That direct route concept was
scrapped in favour of linking a network of
existing paths with new sections.
Designed to kick-start the construction
of a series of great rides across the
country, a fund of $50 million was set
aside to be rolled out over three years
through grants to third parties - with
18 trails initially identified and selected

for funding. In addition to this funding,
$30 million of co-funding was secured
from regional stakeholders towards the
construction of these cycle trails.
The trails are variously overseen
by either trusts, the Department of
Conservation, or a territorial authority.
To date, the NZCT project has
contributed to 19 trails – comprising more
than 2,500 kilometres of cycling paths,
while a further four trails have received
approval or approval in principle to join the
NZCT network.
Each of these trails is called a “Great
Ride”- recognising that they are premier
rides, predominately off-road - that showcase
the best of New Zealand landscapes, the
environment, culture and heritage.

The NZCT is underpinned by three
primary objectives – two of which are
specifically business-driven.
• To create jobs through the design,
construction and maintenance of the
cycle network
• To create a high-quality tourism asset
which will enhance New Zealand’s
competitiveness as a tourism destination
and provide on-going employment and
economic development opportunities for
regional economies
• To maximise the range of
complementary benefits that the cycle
network provides to a wide range
of New Zealanders. This includes
events, recreational, health and
other benefits.
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POSITIVE OUTCOMES
A 2014 report from the Ministry of Business,
Innovation and Employment reinforces that
tangible progress has been made in ticking
off short and medium term objectives
including the creation of jobs associated
with the construction of the trails, regional
buy-in and investment for the concept and
associated business development as a
result of the cycle trail initiative.
That report – called the New Zealand
Cycle Trail Evaluation report – took four
completed trails as case studies and
surveyed trail users and local businesses
to ascertain how things were tracking in
the first full season of trail operation.
The trails surveyed were the Hauraki
Rail Trail, Motu Trails, Mountains to Sea
and Queenstown Trails. The report found
that the majority of trail users were visitors
to the regions – rather than local residents
– and between one-fifth and two-thirds of
trail users cited that cycling opportunities
were the main reason for their visit to
those regions.
Visitors typically spent one to
three nights in the trail regions, each
contributed $131-$176 per day to the
local economy. One in seven businesses
surveyed said they had expanded their
business offering as a result of the trails,
and around half the businesses believed
the cycle trail initiative would be good for
their business in the future.
The survey showed that trail usage
patterns varied quite significantly across
the country and given the relative infancy
of the initiative as a whole, it will take
time for the true picture of the benefits to
regions to become apparent.
The NZCT report acknowledged
that opportunities exist to improve links
between trails and population centres,
and to develop complementary activities
to extend the length of visitor stays in the
trail regions.
Long-term objectives are ambitious
– increased employment and economic
development opportunities for regional
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economies and the national economy, and
enhancing the country’s reputation as an
international cycle tourism destination.
Regions that have traditionally relied
on skiing as the mainstay of their tourism
operations – such as Queenstown and
Tongariro/Ruapehu – have found that
cycling is the perfect complement to the
established ski season trade.
This dynamic has had the effect of
spreading risk for business operators in
those areas and given them more options
across the year. One business owner in
the NZCT survey said: “People are now
saying ‘who cares what the weather is like
– we’ll take our bikes and if we can’t ski,
we’ll cycle’.”
Health, community pride and other
social impacts of the cycle trail initiative are
more difficult to qualify however the report
made mention of the benefits of providing a
recreational asset for local families and the
strengthening of community engagement
through volunteer opportunities.

CREATING BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Hauraki District Council economic
development manager, David Fielden,
says the Hauraki Rail Trail has exceeded

One in seven businesses surveyed said they had
expanded their business offering as a result of
the trails, and around half the businesses believed
the cycle trail initiative would be good for their
business in the future.
New Zealand Cycle Trail Evaluation report
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expectations and as a result, the trail is
“smoking the tyres” of businesses along
the route.
“When we first scoped out the
trail more than three years ago we
optimistically projected around 6,000
people would be riding the trails every
month,” says Fielden.
“By the end of the first year, we
were clocking close to 10,000 riders per
month and in January this year, 12,000
riders were recorded as having ridden the
Paeroa to Waihi trail.
“We have counters all over the trails
and can differentiate between walkers and
cyclists. The numbers are blowing us away.”
The business response to the cycle
trail initiative in the Hauraki district has
been encouraging according to Fielden.
A Subway fast food outlet has opened in
Paeroa largely on the back of the cycle
trail customer base and Fielden claims
there is a need for around 200 more visitor
beds across the Hauraki district.
“We’re not talking the Hyatt or Hilton
here,” says Fielden. “There’s demand
for charming, rustic, homely-type
accommodation offerings run by friendly,
interested people who know how to add
value to the cycle trail experience.
“The opportunities are there. A local
developer has set up a café/bar/restaurant
business in Paeroa and is adding 14
motel rooms behind this to cater for
accommodation demand.”
Fielden claims that you don’t need
a lot of capital to get a viable business
venture off the ground in the Hauraki
district - using the example of a modest
café operation which sold recently as
an example.

We’re desperate for other businesses to seize
the opportunity and the council is 100 percent
behind those who have some vision.
Hauraki District Council economic development
manager, David Fielden

“The Depot Garden café in Paeroa
was a hobby business for its original
owners who spotted an opportunity to
provide Devonshire teas to hungry cyclists
passing through the town,” says Fielden.
“They were in their 70s and would
never have looked at starting a business
at their stage of life had it not been for the
cycle trail initiative.
“The new owner could potentially
clip on accommodation and other food
offerings to capitalise on the passing trade
which is growing year on year as the trail
gains momentum.”
Fielden goes as far as to say that
Paeroa could now sustain a second major
supermarket and challenges Foodstuffs to
“do the numbers” and join Countdown in
the town.
“We need investors now – people
who believe in the district and what it can
offer. Future add-ons to the trail have been
identified for the Te Aroha to Matamata
stretch which will take in the tourist hot
spot of Hobbiton.
“And we’re scoping out a Kopu to
Kaiaua trail which would open up the
seabird coast to a whole new visitor base
and will make the Hauraki Rail Trail a true
multi-night experience to rival the Otago
Rail Trail.
“We’re desperate for other
businesses to seize the opportunity and
the council is 100 percent behind those
who have some vision.”

have envisaged the business spinoffs and
the impact on their bottom line.
The wheels of business have spun
faster and faster as the cycle trail in the
area has taken off and Dianne says it’s all
been positive for the café operation.
“Since the rail trail’s inception three
years ago, we’ve experienced a 30
percent increase per annum in turnover
each year,” says Dianne.
“Our advertising budget is very modest
and we’ve found that the Rail Trail has
given us clear brand awareness largely by
way of word-of-mouth recommendation.
“First-time visitors on bikes now return
when they are travelling through the area by
car – and they tell their friends and family.”
With five permanent staff and three
casuals on call, the Dawsons are providing
regular work for locals.
“At the peak of the cycle trail season
over summer, our staff can increase to 14.
It’s all go – and all hands to the pump.
“The cycle trail is definitely catching

on and now we see babies in tag-alongs
behind mum or dad’s bike, grandparents,
couples, groups - all getting behind the trail.
“There are miles of smiles all around –
it’s marvellous.”
The Dawsons lease their café
premises within the heritage-listed railway
station building which also services
those travelling on the Goldfields historic
train. The train travels between Waihi
and Waikino at the eastern end of the
Karangahake Gorge along a section of the
former East Coast main trunk line.
Dianne says the additional revenue
stream created by the rail trail has been
welcomed in an area where, in the past,
tourist dollars were limited.
“The rail trail has re-energised the area
and we are actively working with other
interested parties to bring tour groups
into the Waihi area to experience gold
mining - current and heritage - beaches,
fishing, train rides, walks and much more.”
It is Dianne’s view that while some other
businesses in the area are taking full
advantage of the opportunities created by
the rail trail initiative and are evolving and
growing, others are being more cautious
and could perhaps be doing more.
“We have taken a good look at
the services we are offering and have
expanded to offer bike hireage, a ‘food
to go’ area to streamline service at peak
times, souvenirs and local art for sale and
related goods such as puncture kits which
our customers find useful,” says Dianne.

The rail trail has re-energised the area and we
are actively working with other interested parties
to bring tour groups into the Waihi area.
Waikino Station Café co-owner, Dianne Dawson

REFRESHMENT STATION FOR CYCLISTS
The Hauraki Rail Trail is in three sections:
Thames to Paeroa, Paeroa to Te Aroha,
Paeroa - through the Karangahake
Gorge - to Waikino Station and on
to Waihi.
Tony and Dianne Dawson have owned
the Waikino Station Café, which occupies
space in the historic Waikino railway
station building, since 2005 buying it from
the original owners who founded the
business in 2000.
When they heard about the Hauraki
Rail Trail initiative in 2012, the couple was
supportive of the concept but could not
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OVERSEAS TREND CATCHING ON
Hawke’s Bay now boasts more than
200 kilometres of mostly-flat cycle trails
around and between the twin cities of
Napier and Hastings.
There are three distinct cycling
experiences: the Landscape Ride,
exploring the coastal communities of
Haumoana, Te Awanga and Clifton; the
Water Ride with views of the Pacific
Ocean and including the Ahuriri Estuary,
a sanctuary for endangered wetland
wildlife; and the Wineries Ride covering the
wine-growing areas of Bridge Pa, Gimblett
Gravels and the Ngatarawa Triangle.
“Walk in, ride out” is the catchphrase
for Brian Fisher’s FishBike business which
operates from leased premises within the
Pacific Surf Lifesaving Club building along
Napier’s Marine Parade.
Brian started the business in 2010 with
the knowledge that the Hawke’s Bay Trails
cycle trail initiative was under construction.
With broad experience internationally in
tourism-related ventures, Brian sensed that
the cycle trail concept would take off in
Hawke’s Bay based on overseas trends.

“FishBike is right on the cycle trail so
location-wise we are very well-placed to
take advantage of opportunities that the
initiative offers,” he says.
“We have a fleet of rental bikes,
provide a pick-up and drop-off service for
cyclists who only want to cycle one way,
have become a café/refreshment stop for
cyclists on the trail and are always looking
out for new business strands to add on to
our existing business model.”
Brian plans to expand the cycle cafe
concept next season, and he’s evolved
the “there and back” package which
has proven ideal for visiting cruise ship
passengers who like the concept of
cycling to a vineyard – but want to relax
there with a few wines without having to
pedal back.
“We also provide a local guided cycle
tour branded ‘the local’ which has proven
popular this season especially with the
60-plus age group who want a guide and
local knowledge.”
Brian has teamed up with a few local
accommodation outlets that now have a
fleet of his rental bikes on-site (which his

We also provide a local guided cycle tour branded
‘the local’ which has proven popular this season
especially with the 60-plus age group who want
a guide and local knowledge.
FishBike business owner, Brian Fisher
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staff maintain) while providing a healthy
commission to the providers. In time, he
may look at expanding his cycle outlets
citing finding the right partner and location
as being key.
As a member of Hawke’s Bay Tourism,
i-SITE information, and other tourist
industry organisations, Brian can leverage
off a strong local knowledge base and
optimise business opportunities.
FishBike is also an official partner
of the New Zealand Cycle Trail initiative
however Brian says he feels this has had
little tangible benefit.
“We do get discounts for advertising
in brochure and trail maps, but we have
had no way of measuring whether or not
this partner status has helped our business
directly,” he says frankly.
“To be fair, there were a number of
individuals who worked for the Ministry
of Business, Innovation and Employment
who provided useful information when we
were starting our business, but since then
we have largely gone with our gut instinct
and developed our offering in response to
customer demand.”
Brian applauds other Hawke’s Bay
businesses and entrepreneurs who have
jumped aboard the cycle trail band wagon
and created viable business offerings to
support the growing cycle brigade.
“From country pubs, cafes and
wineries, and other destinations where
cyclists want to go, eat and relax through
to associated service providers, multiple
businesses have embraced the Hawke’s
Bay Trail and recognise that cyclists are a
darn good market.”
Turnover figures show that Brian’s
business experienced 22.3 percent growth
during the key high season months of
December to February year on year for
2013 and 2014 – a jump that he’s keen to
improve on further.
Brian says 50 percent of his customers
are from overseas - mainly from Australia,
France, Germany, and the UK, followed by
North America and Canada.
“We’ve noticed a big surge this year in
Europeans - mostly French and German hiring bicycles to get around,” says Brian.
“As they come from cultures where
bicycle use is common place - more so
than car transport - naturally they find it
easy and more rewarding to explore a new
place by cycle.
“Asian visitor cyclist numbers are
small, and around 20 percent of our
market is local, with the balance coming
from Wellington, Manawatu, Waikato and
Auckland, and the South Island.”

Brian has noted that only about 16
percent of bookings are made online
with most visitors who are staying in
commercial accommodation deciding
on the day or the day before that they
will do some cycling. The average age of
customers is 45-plus, mainly female, and
generally they prefer to cycle in groups.

Traditionally Raetihi has
been a quiet little place
during summer and has
relied on skiers to ‘prop up’
the service business sector
during the winter.

YEAR-ROUND APPEAL
The Mountains to Sea Trail is in five
sections including historic coach road
and bridle trails, indigenous forest via two
national parks – Whanganui and Tongariro
– and a jet boat transport option for the
Whanganui River link to Pipiriki.
Ruapehu District Council land
transport/economic development
manager, Warren Furner, says the
majority of trail users are what they call
“hub and spoke” riders doing day rides
from an accommodation base mainly
lodges and holiday homes - for an
average of 2.2 nights.
He says the trail has attracted in
excess of 10,000 visits per year.
Rebecca Mead and Ben Adam have
been operating the Raetihi Holiday Park for
four years since taking it over from family,
and see the Mountains to Sea cycle trail
initiative as pivotal to the ongoing success
of their accommodation business.
Young and energetic, the couple is in
their 20s and want to keep on building up
the business to take full advantage of the
year-round tourism market that the cycle
trail has spawned.
“Traditionally Raetihi has been a quiet
little place during summer and has relied
on skiers to ‘prop up’ the service business
sector during the winter,” says Mead.
“Now we are busy all the time with a
couple of thousand people a year coming
through the holiday park as a result of the
cycle trail. We are now busier in summer
than winter.”
Recently 58 cyclists from a mountain
bike club stayed for two nights and
completed several legs of the cycle trail.
Stories like this are now commonplace
for the holiday park, which otherwise
may have been all but empty at that time
of the year.
The Raetihi Holiday Park is right next
to the Mountains to the Sea trail - an
adventurous mountain bike trail that explores
the central plateau volcanoes, traverses
viaducts and the Bridge to Nowhere,
then continues down through Whanganui
National Park to the Tasman Sea.
“From the holiday park we shuttle
cyclists to the start of the Mangapurua

Raetihi Holiday Park co-owner,
Rebecca Mead

track which is the most popular section
of the Mountains to the Sea trail,”
explains Mead.
“At the Whanganui River, they meet the
jet boat and then can shuttle back to the
holiday park – it’s all pretty streamlined.
“We’re only 10 minutes away from
Ohakune and realise people could opt to
stay there. We’ve looked at what we can
offer onsite and have changed up our
business strands to make sure we are
relevant to what visitors want when they
come to this part of the world.”
Mead and Adam hire out canoes
and kayaks, run shuttles to the start of
the cycle trail, offer car storage for those
doing the Bridge to Nowhere leg of the
trail, can organise jet boat connections

for Whanganui River trips and work in
closely with other tourism-related service
providers in the area – particularly bike
hire operators.
“New businesses have sprung up in
the area and established businesses have
changed or extended their opening hours
to better cater for the increase in visitors
for the cycle trail,” says Mead.
“We’ve purchased more trailers for
transporting bikes, bought new bike racks,
purchased a holiday home nearby to cater
for larger groups that want to stay under
one roof, and have flattened off more land
and grass to provide additional tent sites.
“Many of our returning customers are
amazed at how busy our little hub here
has become.”

EXPANDING THE NZCT NETWORK
NZCT’s Network Expansion Project aims to connect the Great Rides with the rest of
New Zealand’s existing cycle ways. This involves mapping and signposting other roads
and cycle paths that contribute to a national cycling network to encourage cycle tourists
(and recreational cyclists) away from busy state highways and arterial routes and on to
scenic, quiet back country roads where they will experience heartland New Zealand.
The Network Expansion Project aims to:
Ú spread the economic benefits of cycle tourism to more regions throughout
New Zealand;
Ú provide more cycle friendly alternatives to riding on busy state highways and
arterial routes;
Ú get more New Zealanders on their bikes, by catering for a wider range of cycling
interests and abilities; and
Ú further enhance New Zealand’s reputation as a cycle tourism destination.
The NZCT team, based within the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment
(MBIE) will consider proposals from local authorities, cycling advocacy groups and
other interested stakeholders around New Zealand for cycle routes to be included
in the NZCT network.
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